This article explores the possibility of establishing cultural dialogue through the axiological codes of musical genres. Genre here is defined as a worldview and as a component of the world-picture that carries axiological codes. The methodology used here combines culturological, axiological, world-image, and comparative approaches. As a result, we have developed the samples of the typological and national models of the value world-picture based on genre axiological codes. The key conclusions are: it is possible to construct a musical genre world-picture, which reflects the hierarchy of values in the world pictures of different types, and to promote the genre-value world-picture facilitating cultural dialogue.
Highlights
• musical-genre world-picture produces a musical ontology imbued with value attitudes due to the emotional nature of music;
• musical genres carry axiocodes and may create value world-pictures of various types and kinds;
• by marking axiologemes of various provenance, musical genres reveal a hierarchy of axiological sphere inherent in world-pictures of various types and kinds;
• value world-picture that is based on musical genres actualises dialogical nature of cultural interactions.
Introduction
The current era in Russian history is, inarguably, a time of changes, contradictory ones and fraught with unpredictable consequences. This era is a part of the global crisis of human civilization due to exacerbation of both exogenic and endogenic challenges and conflicts, which arise from the simultaneous existing of communities with different Yiranek, etc.; see the full list in [6] ), which we supplement with world-image approach -that is, an approach that interprets genre as a world-picture, world-model or worldimage.
The problem of this research is a question of potential for cultural dialogue through axiological dimension of musical genres that represent cultural axiologemes. Therefore, the goal of this paper is to test a possibility to construct value world-pictures based on axiocodes of musical genres.
Methodology used here combines culturological, axiological, world-image, and comparative approaches. Gemütlichkeit tied to the famous German sentimental tradition.
Results
Our study presents the examples of typological and national models of value worldpicture based on genre axiocodes. Our conclusions are as follows:
1. constructing value world-picture based on musical genres should be done within arbor mundi structural and semantic archetype; 
Conclusion
Because axiological sphere is fundamentally important in culture, serving as a meaning-producing area of human existence, it is vitally important to elucidate culturally determined value world-pictures. The most value-saturated world-picture is an artistic world-picture, since value attitude is intrinsic to a creative imagination; within this sphere, musical world-picture ranks the first in terms of its semantic material.
Especially rich in their world-image potential are artistic genres (including musical genres) that carry cultural axiocodes and axiologemes. Examples of typological and national value world-pictures based on musical genre axiocodes (or musical-genre value world-pictures) reflect a concrete hierarchy of cultural axiologemes and provide foundation for understanding specific asiological spheres of different cultures, thereby facilitating fruitful dialogue which is particularly important in modern contradictory and conflict-ridden social space.
